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Introduction: System Details

- Why vibration test?
  - To ensure workmanship
  - To increase confidence level
  - To determine mechanical characteristics

- Vibration Test Setup
  - Electrodynamic Shakers in closed loop control
  - Piezoelectric accelerometers for response measurements
  - Vibration controllers to provide control signals
  - Power amplifier to drive electrodynamic shakers
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Why this Data analysis software?

- For performing analysis on multiple time data information in quick and accurate manner.
- For avoiding confusions and errors arising due to human operations.
- For providing more user capabilities in order to carry out detailed analysis.
- For generating automated reports with minimal user intervention.
Objectives of the Designed software

- To simultaneously analyze and view 32 channel time data information.
- To extract frequency information from the acquired time domain data.
- To present the results in easily understandable form.
- To compare the processed results with previous similar data.
- To provide powerful features for the user for easier visualizations.
- To generate detailed as well as consolidated report as per user’s interest with minimal efforts.
Overview of the automated tasks

- Few user specified input and single click operation for processing and plotting multiple channel data.
- Allowing the excel file with stored parameter as input for reducing repeated typing works.
- User selectable options to modify plot properties for better viewing.
- Viewing of raw data with user input scale factors and user selectable XY range.
- User provided input coordinates to draw line.
- Option to hide and unhide one or multiple line in the plot window.
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Software Architecture

- Data comparison
- User Input Test Point Generation
- Viewing raw data
- Data Retrieval
- Data Pre-Processing
- Data Storage with Header Information
- Graphical User Interface, MATLAB
- Plots & Report Generation
Challenges in Development

- To analyze huge amount of data with minimum user effort
- To develop a software to cater different test conditions, input parameters and test configurations
- To provide powerful data viewing features to the users.
- To develop a software which is specific to vibration testing applications.
- To minimize the repeated activities
- To automate the report generation process.
- To extract a specific time information for the huge available dataset.
- To provide all scope for further improvements.
How MATLAB GUI was useful

- MATLAB GUI had all the required features along with required technical functions.
- Data analysis and visualization functions were specific to the required application.
- ActiveX feature for reading and writing to Microsoft applications were extremely useful for report generation.
- MATLAB functions perform extensive data analysis activities and simplifies the programming task.
- MATLAB is a stand alone software for data management as well as data analysis /processing.
User Interface

Parameter Interface

All information about the test is typed on an excel file and provided as input here.

Information as available in excel file gets displayed here automatically.

Analysis settings and Time data file details are provided here.

Control to start analysis.
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Options for preparing reports and presentation in MS-Word Format
User Interface

Interface for plotting user input data
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Conclusion

- Report generation made easy
- Minimizing the repeated works
- Enhanced user capabilities for data visualization
- Data storage made easy
- Plotting user input coordinates for easier comparison
- Extraction of selected range and saving the data in a new file.
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